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ALS in Bendum rekindles dreams
of young adults in community
Raymond de Peralta

T

With the Department of Education recently
authorizing Apu Palamguwan Cultural
Education Center (APC) to be a community
learning center for its Alternative Learning System
(ALS), young adults in Bendum, Philippines
and neighboring communities are giving basic
education a second try.
ALS is a program that provides opportunities for
youth and adults who have not completed formal
schooling by giving them access to equivalent
pathways to complete their education. There
have been attempts in the past at organizing the
ALS program in the community; however, due to
concerns such as distance from the city as well as
security reasons, the initial implementations were
not successful. This year, as APC takes on the
responsibility fully, we are confident that we will
have better outcomes.
The ALS Program in Bendum officially started
on September 7. There are three levels: Basic
Literacy Program, Elementary, and Junior High
School level. Learners who will complete and
pass the Basic Literacy Program will be able

to attend formal elementary school or continue
with the ALS Program for Elementary Level.
Completers and passers of the Elementary and
Junior High School level will get certificates of
completion equivalent to an elementary and junior
high school diploma, respectively.
Currently, 83 learners are enrolled in the program:
three in Basic Literacy Program, 41 in Elementary
level and 39 in Junior High School level. They are
expected to complete the program in July 2022.
While the learners were excited when ALS started
in September, they also expressed doubts about
their ability to finish the program. But almost four
months after, they still continue to attend classes
and submit the weekly requirements, proving
that it is never too late to start again and learn
something new.
One of our learners in the Basic Literacy Program,
said that once he learns how to read and write,
he’ll go on to pursue his dream of becoming a
police officer. He might still have a long way to
go, but as long as there is hope, we continue to
dream. And with proper guidance and support, we
can turn these dreams to reality.
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Notes from the COP 26 Pilgrimage

Bridging faith
and action
Marvin Magat

S

tudents from the Apu Palamguwan
Cultural Education Center are meeting
different communities around the world
in a virtual pilgrimage led by Ecojesuit in
coordination with Balay Laudato Si’. The
physical-virtual global pilgrimage to COP26
and beyond entitled “On the Way to Change,”
aims to highlight spirituality, local community
concerns, and the youth’s desire for change.
The youth in Bendum have been journeying
since October and exchanging stories with
other young people in the Philippines, India,
Malta, and Kenya to broaden linkages and
deepen their understanding of the ecological
concerns experienced by young people in their
context of living. They are preparing for their
next virtual stop in the UK in January 2022.
BLS Youth Coordinator Marvin Magat, who has
been accompanying the youth, shares his notes
on the experience:
Their eyes were opened: connecting
despite differences
Luke has a beautiful story of Jesus’ appearance
to the two disciples on the Road to Emmaus.
Jesus joins them on their journey, but they
mistake him for a stranger. Their vision is still
blurred by grief and a sense of failure. Because
of seeing resurrected Jesus, their eyes are to
be ‘opened.’ As the accompanying teacher of
the BLS Team, I can relate this scene to what
we have been doing in the pilgrimage with
other youth. It somewhat gives the team a
new understanding of life and the care for the
environment. Maybe at times, prejudice arises
beforehand, ‘Do they have the capability to do
such thing?’ But no matter what people might
say, the important thing is how two people unite
in the same purpose and mission. Yes, we are
separated from a distance, but we are drawn
close by our same goal. The BLS Team is not
alone in this pilgrimage.
They are walking not towards COP 26 per

se, but the process ignites in them a personal
transformation- walking with God, Migtanghaga,
The Creator. We believe it’s the same feeling
that the other communities we met felt. The
youth discussion on the ecological crisis keeps
going beyond COP26 not because we are filled
with a burning desire to learn nor because we
feel the fulfillment that accompanies journeying.
Nor is it to accomplish something. We are here
because the youth speak for themselves and not
because other people told them to - it’s about the
unique life experience they choose to share.
The road less traveled
I remember the most famous poem of Robert
Frost, The Road Not Taken, it says,
‘Two roads diverged in a lonely wood, and I
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.’
In this sense, all the youth are doing now is reecho what they learned from the past. Maybe
this kind of journey is absurd to others, but
it’s game-changing for them. The BLS Team’s
experience tells us that culture-based education
can work given the proper policy support.
Perhaps, more profound than recognizing
Indigenous Peoples’ education rights is the
affirmation of dialogue as a way of proceeding
in mainstream society. The Balay Laudato Si’ in
Bendum demonstrates that Indigenous Peoples
can engage in critical dialogue with other
cultures, other systems, and other peoples.
“How God calls us to respond, Buntela
daw Sayuda, Tapok and Dugo
The Pulangiyen tradition of Buntela daw Sayuda
or visiting and sharing of information is really
at work even in this time of uncertainty caused
by the pandemic. Through this virtual global
pilgrimage, the new Tapok, the youth in Upper
Pulangi were able to share this experience
continued on page 3
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Bridging faith...
continued from page 2

with other youth. This experience also relates
to the Dugo, a hollow part of the floor where
the community is gathered for dialogue,
conflict resolution, rituals, and celebrations
in the Pulangiyen culture. As for ‘On the Way
to Change Pilgrimage,’ it’s about reflective
conversation and big celebrations to be
remembered.
Understanding the Self
It was a worthwhile experience to accompany
the youth from Bendum who engaged in
this pilgrimage. They see themselves as
individuals who can make a change despite
some limitations. As Amay Pedro said, “In the
pilgrimage, it is the journey that matters. God
talks to us through our feelings and not words.”
It simply values the role of one another and
appreciates one’s action. The youth developed
a sense of gratitude to the participants they
communicated with and hoped for a better
world. As part of the Ignatian network, the
pilgrimage emphasizes the Ignatian Pedagogy
of Experience, Reflection, and Action. Yes, it’s
tough enough to work it traditionally. How much
more challenging would that be now that we’ve
gone virtual instead. This BLS engagement with
other only tells us that no matter what avenue we
use, what is essential is the message that makes
an impact.
A Prayer
I want to end this reflection with a prayer.
Loving Father, we beg for the grace of
communion. Walk beside us this day and always.
Open our eyes to see you, our ears to hear you,
our hearts to love you. Please help us welcome
you today and beyond in others. Make us strong
to proclaim your Good News to land, sea, and
people. Amen.

CREATING 4 CHANGE
an online gallery of artworks, letters, and videos
from youth and communities around the world
calling for urgent climate reconciliation
visit this link or scan the QR code

bit.ly/COP26Gallery

Empowering women
in organic farming
Gel Malibunas

T

he Forest Farm and Leadership in the
Margins (FFLM) unit of APC took a
different approach in its recent run of the
Youth Work Experience (YWE) program, this
time training mothers and young women from
the Bendum community for eight weeks on
Organic Agriculture Production.
The training started in August 23 and ran
for eight weeks until October 15. Eleven
participants, ranging from ages 19 to 40,
attended and completed the training. Among the
participants, 10 are mothers, with most of their
spouses working in APC either in construction,
forest management or in the farm. Nine of them
are also enrolled in the ALS program.
The training was divided into two: on-the-job
trainings that were conducted in the mornings
and formative sessions in the afternoons.
Vincent Yan Rhu “Yanyan” Yacapin lead the
training and Marvin Magat and Jocelyn Dolar
assisted in the formative sessions.
These women were trained in four core
competencies in Organic Agriculture
Production: raising organic chicken, organic
fertilizer production, organic vegetable
production, and production of various
conconctions. All the participants successfully
passed the assessment and received their NC II
Certification for Organic Agriculture Production
in November.
For the formative sessions, trainers discussed
several topics such as role of the women,
continued on page 4
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IN PHOTOS:

Culturally Integrated
Classrooms in APC
Photos of the recent turn-over of the Culturally
Integrated Classrooms (CIC) donated by the
Rotary Foundation through the Rotary Club of
Malaybalay, Rotary District 3870

Empowering Women...
continued from page 3

community care for biodiversity and biomes,
women and Indigenous People’s rights, and
personal financial management. They were
also taught indigenous women health and wellbeing, Women and Leadership of Service, Work
Values and the Environment. They concluded
the formative sessions with discussions of
Social and Cultural Dreams and Ecological and
Ecclesial Dreams.
In the traditional sense, women as homemakers
are very much responsible in food production.
The training helped them understand better

their roles and capacities as women. This
accomplishment hopes to serve more women
and explore other possibilities to empower
them.
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Season’s
Reflections
Pedro Walpole SJ

A

s we gather in this Christmas Season,
we are humbled anew by reliving the
Lord’s coming – coming into our hearts
and renewing our love and commitment by
His light. In the broad margins where we live
and work, we are reminded by Typhoon Rai
how vulnerable are the people. We are all
challenged to adapt facing the climate crisis,
Covid pandemic and consumerist market
around and to go deeper to find the gratitude for
what we have and the hope that we can serve
together in sustaining community. May we learn
increasingly to live with respect and care for
creation the shared gift of living.
This is a blessed time and occasion for
celebrating the simple joy of life and the gift
of salvation, living this out in the healing and
service of others.
It has been a year without classes in Bendum
while we have managed to sustain a modular
learning program across the different villages
while running different programs with the youth
including the young women’s group in organic
gardening. We are nearly finished constructing
a small youth center in Nabawang and two
forest regeneration programs. We look forward
to you accompanying us in the coming year as
children continue in grade school, high school
and online further education. We have new
programs in forest management and bamboo
nursery production while 80 youth catch up
on their missed schooling over the years and
complete their alternative learning program for
high school.
The year has much to offer youth who can
share in a community of hope and humble
commitment. May you too, in all your trials this
year share in the simple joy of Christmas and
the hope of a new year.
Peace,
Pedro

apupalamguwancenter.essc.org.ph/
admin@apc.essc.org.ph
facebook.com/apupalamguwancenter

